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same time, small distances between the consumer and
energy-generating equipment of the boiler house make it
possible to virtually eliminate losses in electricity
transmission to consumers. Thus, application of the
cogeneration principles allows you to improve the economic
performance of the energy company.
Cogeneration boiler-houses are essentially mini-CHPs,
while the values of generated heat and electric power are
comparable. With electric power up to 5 MW, the most
promising are boiler houses with gas reciprocating internal
combustion engines (ICE) [1].

Abstract:. The article studies the energy efficiency of various
circuits using the energy of natural gas excessive pressure in
expander-generator units installed before gas reciprocating
engines in cogeneration boiler houses. The circuits with and
without gas heating before the expander are considered. As an
energy effect from the expander use at the cogeneration boiler
house fuel economy is taken as compared with the circuits with
gas throttling with constant production schedules of electrical
and thermal power. The dependence on specific fuel economy
determination is obtained. For the circuits being compared, the
areas of the energy effect magnitude dependence on the outside
temperature are allocated. It is shown that the circuit with
heated gas before the expander will have the greatest energy
effect at the outside air temperature up to the value
corresponding to the equal values of specific fuel economy for
the considered circuits and with disconnection of gas heating at
higher air temperatures. The method proposed in the paper can
be used to calculate the energy effect from various circuits of the
expander application in cogeneration boiler houses with internal
combustion engine both in exisiting ones and the ones which are
under design.
Index Terms: expander-generator set, cogeneration boiler
house, energy efficiency.

Improving the energy efficiency of such boiler houses
allows saving natural fuel and reducing emissions to the
environment. When burning a fuel in an internal combustion
engine, only its chemical energy is useful. One of the options
for increasing efficiency is the use of additional energy
potentials of natural gas and domestic energy resources of the
boiler house.
Natural gas is classified as a combustible energy resource,
as its greatest energy potential is the heat of combustion
released during combustion. The fuel calorific value is
determined by the fuel chemical composition. In modern
boiler houses only the part of the heat from natural gas
combustion is used.
The gas coming to the boiler house has excessive pressure,
the value of which can vary from 0.6 to 1.2 MPa [2]. Before
internal combustion engines, the gas is throttled which
results in its pressure decrease to the values slightly higher
than the atmospheric pressure, but the gas pressure energy is
not useful. The energy potential of using excess gas pressure
is significantly inferior to the combustion heat, but its use
allows improving energy performance of the boiler house.
The standard variant of using the potential energy of the
natural gas excessive pressure for generation of electricity at
energy companies is installation of expander-generating
units (EGU) before the
fuel-burning
equipment
[3–12].

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the problem of introducing resource-saving
technologies in the energy sector is particularly relevant. A
promising direction is construction of cogeneration boiler
houses, which have combined heat and power generation.
The main advantage of cogeneration is reduction in fuel
consumption compared with generation of the same amount
of the energy product in a separate way, which reduces the
unit cost of production. Electric energy production in the
cogeneration boiler house covers both the own needs of the
boiler house and consumer needs, which makes it possible to
exclude costs for electricity purchase from outside. At the
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There is a number of papers [13–19] devoted to the aspects
of EGU operation in energy-producing enterprises. Since
gas-piston boiler houses have combined generation of heat
and electricity, combined heat and power plants (CHP) are
energy enterprises closest in their purpose to the
cogeneration boiler house. When using EGU at CHP,
lowering the gas temperature impairs the efficiency of the
main equipment of the steam-turbine cycle, which requires
preheating of the gas before the expander. The internal
combustion engine efficiency, on the contrary, increases with
decrease in the fuel mixture temperature, which makes the
method for calculating the energy effect from EGU use at
large CHP plants not applicable when determining the
energy effect from EGU use in cogeneration boiler houses.
The gas heating before the expander increases the specific
useful work of EGU, but may adversely affect the internal
combustion engine operation.
In order to optimize operation of the engine, it has been
proposed to maintain the fuel mixture temperature not higher
than the optimum value using a refrigerating machine. In
this case, ICE works with maximum efficiency and the
magnitude of ICE specific work is constant.
In the article [12], there is an investigation of the operation
mode of cogeneration boiler houses with EGU, taking into
account reduction of the specific performance of the internal
combustion engine at air temperature increase. In this paper,
we consider only one option that is without gas heating
before the expander. In this case, the expander allows you to
extend the engine operation mode with the maximum
efficiency. However, after a certain air temperature for the
circuit with an expander, the specific performance of the
engine will also begin to decrease. At temperatures of the fuel
mixture above the maximum allowable value for this type of
engine, the chiller, cooling the mixture to the maximum
allowable temperature turns on. The considered operation
mode of the boiler house equipment is not optimal, since the
engine does not work with the maximum effective work
output.
The literature analysis shows lack of studies on
comparison of the energy efficiency from the use of various
circuits with EGU in cogeneration boilers with internal
combustion engines.
The purpose of this article is to propose a method for
calculating the energy effect of EGU application in
cogeneration boiler houses with gas piston internal
combustion engines for optimal operation of the boiler house
equipment and analysis of the energy efficiency of various
EGU application circuits.

of gas overpressure to increase the total specific useful work
of the boiler house for generating electricity.
The expander-generator unit consists of an expander and
an electric generator connected to it, as well as necessary
auxiliary equipment. The gas pressure energy entering the
expander is used to generate mechanical work, which is then
converted into electrical energy in the generator. The
expander allows you to get electrical energy without burning
fuel, which makes it possible to reduce the unit cost of
electrical power. In further calculations it is assumed that the
electricity generated by the expander generator unit and
internal combustion engine at the cogeneration boiler house
enters into one common network, from which it is distributed
among consumers.
Let us assume that all gas consumed by the boiler house
enters the internal combustion engine (ICE), while the
thermal load is covered by using the heat of ICE exhaust
gases in the heat recovery unit.
Increasing the useful work output on electricity
generation of an energy company can be used to increase
power with constant fuel consumption or to reduce fuel
consumption while maintaining the same generation of total
electric power. The energy effect of the circuit with EGU
application at the cogeneration boiler house lies in fuel
economy compared to the circuit with gas throttling before
fuel-burning units with constant schedules for generating
electrical and thermal power. The use of an expander
generator unit providing constancy of the schedule for
electric power generation also reduces electrical load on the
internal combustion engine by no more than 1 – 2%
compared with the throttled circuit. Since the value of
efficiency of modern ICE at the values of electrical load being
more than 50% of the nominal one practically does not
change, you can ignore the effect of load changes from the
use of an expander generator unit on the efficiency factor of
ICE for power generation.
At the same time, natural gas can be considered as pure
methane and gas expansion in the expander can be calculated
using formulas for ideal gas, taking into account expander
efficiency [20–21]. To estimate the energy effect, we use the
values of specific useful works, reduced to a unit of the
natural gas volume consumed by a boiler house.
EGU specific useful work is:
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II. ENERGY EFFICIENCY EVALUATION OF
CIRCUITS WITH EGU

where

Pg.inl , Pg.out 

gas pressure at the inlet to
and out of the expander,
respectively,
Pa;

Installation of expander-generator units before
fuel-burning units allows electricity due to the beneficial use
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for cooling the fuel mixture in the chiller or in some cases to
ensure cooling of the mixture only by expander. The energy
effect of full or partial replacement of an expander with a
chiller depends on the value of the coefficient of performance
(cooling factor). The higher the value of the coefficient of
performance (cooling factor) is, the lower the magnitude of
the energy effect from the replacement of a chiller with an
expander is.
The value of the useful total electrical power for the
option with throttling is proposed to be found as:

Tg.inl ,Tg.out – for actual process of expansion of the gas
temperature at the inlet to and out of the expander,
respectively, K;

k  gas adiabat index;  exp. – internal

relative efficiency of the expander;
efficiency EGU;

 EM –electromechanical

с p  isobaric volumetric heat capacity of

gas, J/(n.m3 · K). For circuits with EGU without heating:

Tg.inl  Tgas.0 , where Tgas.0

 gas temperature at the boiler



house inlet, K.
ICE specific useful work is:

thrtl.
N thrtl.  Gthrtl.  l ICE  l cool

thrtl

l ICE  Q   ICE
where Q

ICE

l
v

(2)

thrtl.

the circuit with throttling, n.m3/s; l ICE , l cool – for the circuit

– lower calorific value of fuel, J/n.m3;

with throttling, specific useful work of ICE and specific cost
of electricity for the fuel mixture cooling, respectively,
J/n.m3.
The value of the useful total electric power for the option
with EGU is proposed to be calculated by the formula:

– efficiency ICE for power generation.

The efficiency of gas-piston IEC for generation of
electrical energy depends on the fuel mixture temperature at
the engine inlet. The maximum value of efficiency is
maintained in the fuel mixture temperature range from the
minimum permissible to the optimum. The efficiency of ICE
decreases with increase in the temperature of the mixture
from the optimum to the maximum permissible. To prevent
automatic shutdown of the engine when the mixture
temperature rises above the maximum permissible value,
switching on of a vapor compression refrigerating machine
for the fuel mixture cooling is provided.
We take the temperature of the gas entering the boiler
house equal to the outside air temperature, which allows the
mixture temperature to be considered equal to the air
temperature for the circuit with throttling.

EGU
N EGU  GEGU  (l EGU  l ICE  l cool
)

EGU

where G 

where

 gas  cgas  t gas  Vair   air  c air  t air
 gas  c gas  Vair   air  cair

J/n.m3; l EGU  specific useful work of EGU, J/n.m3.
Then we suggest defining fuel economy as:

G  Gthrtl.  GEGU

(3)

isobaric heat capacities of gas and air, respectively, J/(kg K);

tgas , t air – gas and air temperatures, respectively, °C; Vair –
actual air consumption required for burning 1 n.m3 of gas,
n.m3/n.m3.
opt.
specific energy consumption in vapor
( he
air  c air  Vair   gas  c gas )  t mix  t mix
(4)
l cool 

G 



 cool

where

 cool  coefficient

of performance;

t

opt.
mix –

thrtl.
EGU
 100% (8)
l EGU  l cool
 l cool
G

EGU
Gthrtl.
l EGU  l ICE  l cool

III. THE ENERGY EFFECT OF CIRCUITS USING
EGU

optimum

temperature of the fuel mixture, ° C.
The gas temperature during expansion in the expander
decreases, which allows reducing the unit cost of electricity
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Fuel economy allows you to determine the energy
efficiency of the expander generator unit use at a particular
boiler house. To carry out a summary analysis of the energy
efficiency of using circuits with EGU on cogeneration boilers
with different electric capacity, it is necessary to use specific
criteria. Application of specific criteria allows selecting
optimal circuits with EGU and their modes of operation for
boiler houses of various capacities.
To analyze application of circuits with EGU in boiler
houses with different electric capacity, it is necessary to use a
specific parameter. As such a parameter, we will take the
specific fuel economy equal to the ratio of fuel economy to
fuel consumption for the circuit with throttling.
Specific fuel economy in this case:

cair – specific mass



EGU
EGU
l ICE
,l cool
 for the

circuit with EGU, specific useful work of ICE and specific
cost of electricity for the fuel mixture cooling, respectively,

 gas , air – densities under normal conditions of gas

and air, respectively, kg/m3; cgas ,

(6)

 flow rate of the fuel entering the boiler

house for the circuit with EGU, n.m3/s;

The fuel mixture temperature when using EGU will be
determined by the formula:

l mix 

(5)

– total flow rate of the fuel supplied to ICE for

where G 

l
v



One of the ways to
increase
the
expander
efficiency is to use a circuit
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with heated fuel before the expander or between its stages,
which allows increasing the EGU specific work. The heater,
located after the expander, does not affect EGU performance,
but may adversely affect operation of the internal combustion
engine during high air temperatures. It should be noted that it
is not possible to completely avoid heating the gas in the
circuit of the boiler house, since the mixture shall be heated
to the minimum allowable temperature for this type of
internal combustion engines.
When organizing natural gas heating, the first priority is
to choose a source of heating, which is based on a number of
different factors.
The main parameter determining the calorific value of
heating is the final temperature of natural gas heating. The
highest heating temperatures can be obtained by burning
fuel. Use of additional fuel as a heat carrier seems impractical
because it requires an increase in fuel consumption.
Further, we will consider heating the fuel only due to the
heat of the internal energy resources of a boiler house, which
makes it possible to disregard the heat from heating when
determining the magnitude of the energy effect.
When burning natural gas with an air excess factor of n =
1.1 per 1 m3 of natural gas, there are about 10 – 11 m3 of flue
gases. The gas temperature at the exit of the internal
combustion engine is significantly higher than the dew point
temperature, and the change in flue gas temperature in the
preheater is 10 to 15 times less than the similar change in
natural gas temperature, which allows using flue gases as a
source of preheating without fear of low temperature
corrosion.
The heat carrier of ICE cooling system can also be
considered as a heat source for gas heating. However, flue
gases make it possible to achieve higher heating
temperatures than the heat carrier of the cooling system. In
addition, during the heating period, the heat carrier of ICE
cooling system is used in cogeneration boiler houses to cover
thermal loads, which makes it difficult to use it for heating
gas.
Let us consider location of a preheater before the
expander and between its stages. A more preferred option is
to install a preheater before the expander while maintaining a
constant gas temperature at the heat exchanger exit. With the
same heating temperature, preheating has several advantages
over the option of installing an intermediate heater: 1) the
total specific work of the expander does not depend on the
initial gas temperature, it is determined only by the heating
temperature; 2) the gas temperature at the expander exit will
be minimal compared with the option of using intermediate
heating, which provides the maximum economy of electrical
energy for cooling the mixture; 3) on condition that the fuel
is heated to the same temperature, the preheating option has
the smallest heat exchanger area with all other things being
equal, since heating of the gas, which is already cooled in the
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first stage of the expander, to the heating temperature
requires a higher heat output than heating the gas entering
the boiler house.
Thus, according to the analysis of the possible options for
heating it seems that the most optimal circuit is the one with
natural gas heating before the expander due to the heat of
ICE exhaust gases.
The disadvantage of heating is a rise of the gas
temperature after the expander, which results in an increase
in consumption of electricity for cooling the fuel mixture
during the period of high outdoor temperatures.
Comparison of the energy capabilities of the heated and
non-heated circuits makes it possible to assess the energy
feasibility of gas heating. In the presence of the energy effect
from the use of heating, the energy analysis makes it possible
to assess the need to turn off the heating for reasons of
energetic expediency and determines temperature ranges for
operation of the circuit with the heating being turned off.
When calculating in the future we accept the following
assumptions: The efficiency values of ICE are taken on the
basis of the data on operation of "Caterpillar G3516" engine
: the optimum efficiency value of ICE is 38% in the
temperature range of the fuel mixture from -30 ºС (minimum
allowable temperature) to +25 ºС (optimum temperature), at
mixture temperatures from +25 ºС to +35 ºС (maximum
allowed temperature) a linear decrease in the efficiency
factor to a minimum value of 36 % is taken. The value of the
internal relative efficiency of the expander is taken to be
75%, of the electromechanical efficiency – 97% [22].
For schemes using preheating, the gas temperature at the
expander inlet was assumed to be + 100ºС, and in the absence
of preheating, the input gas temperature was considered to be
equal to the ambient air temperature. The coefficient of
excess air when burning fuel in internal combustion engines
is adopted as 1.1.
When calculating the coefficient of performance (cooling
factor), the following conditions were given: Freon R22 is
used as a refrigerant, the vapour temperature in the
condenser is assumed to be 60ºС, the vapour temperature in
the evaporator is 5ºС, efficiency of the refrigerating machine
compressor is assumed to be 0.7 [23]. It is assumed that
regulation of the cooling capacity is carried out only by
changing the flow rate of the refrigerant at constant values of
the other parameters, which suggests that the value of the
coefficient of performance (cooling factor) remains constant.
Using h – p diagram for R22 Freon, we found the parameters
of the main points of the refrigeration cycle, the magnitude of
which let us determine the value of the coefficient of
performance (cooling factor) which is, under these
conditions, equal to 3.
The
absolute
gas
pressure at the expander
inlet varies from 7 to 13 bar,
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the output pressure is 1.2 bar, the initial gas temperature for
the circuits with throttling and without heating is assumed to
be equal to the ambient air temperature. Gas pressure losses
in the heat exchanger-heater can be neglected.

considered circuits with EGU decreases with increasing the
air temperature.
3) The outdoor air temperature is higher than the value
that allows providing the mixture temperature not higher
than the optimum value for EGU circuits.. Up to the values of
a certain air temperature, determined by the equality of the
specific fuel economy for the considered circuits with EGU,
the circuit with preheating gives a greater energy effect. With
further increase in the air temperature, the circuit without
heating gives a greater effect. The air temperature, at which
the specific fuel economy values are compared for a circuit
without heating and an option with heating, increases with a
rise in initial gas pressure at the expander inlet: for the initial
gas pressure of 7 atm., its value is 32 ºС, and for the initial
gas pressure of 13 atm. it exceeds 40 ºС.
Thus, the energy effect of EGU application at
cogeneration boiler houses depends on the outdoor
temperature. With the exception of the hottest summer days,
the use of gas heating before the expander allows increasing
the total energy effect due to increase in the specific work of
EGU. The specific fuel economy depending on the outdoor
temperature for the circuits under consideration is within
0.65–1.2% for the pressure of 7 atm. and 0.85-1.6% for the
pressure of 13 atm., which suggests an increase in the energy
efficiency of cogeneration boiler houses due to use of gas
pressure energy in expander-generator units. It is shown that
an increase in the inlet pressure has a positive effect on the
magnitude of the energy effect, since this increases the
specific useful work of the expander and reduces the cost of
electricity for cooling the fuel mixture at air temperatures
above the optimum temperature of the mixture.

Fig.1. Dependence of the specific fuel economy on the outdoor temperature
for the circuit with EGU at the initial pressure of 7 atm.: 1 – with preheating; 2
– without preheating.

Fig.2. Dependence of the specific fuel economy on the outdoor temperature
for the circuit with EGU at the initial pressure of 13 atm.: 1 – with preheating; 2
– without preheating.

Dependence of the energy effect on the outdoor
temperature can be divided into 3 conditional areas:
1) The outdoor temperature is less than the optimum
mixture temperature. In this case, a refrigerating machine for
the circuits with EGU and throttling does not work, and the
specific fuel economy is determined only by operation of the
expander. The circuit with heating in this area has
advantages due to the greater specific work of EGU.
2) The value of the outside air temperature is above the
optimum temperature of the mixture, but below the air
temperature, allowing the mixture temperature for the circuit
with EGU to be maintained not more than the optimum
temperature for this ICE. In this case, a refrigerating
machine for the throttling circuit is turned on, and the
specific fuel economy is determined not only by operation of
the expander, but also by saving on electricity costs for the
mixture cooling. This area is characterized by a maximum
rate of increase in fuel economy with increasing air
temperature. In saving the cost of the mixture cooling, the
circuit with heating in this area is inferior to the circuit
without heating, but due to the greater specific work of EGU,
it ultimately benefits in the specific fuel economy. The
difference in the values of specific fuel economy for the
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IV. CONCLUSION
It is shown that use of circuits with EGU allows reducing
fuel consumption in the considered range of outdoor
temperatures by 0.65 – 1.2% for the pressure of 7 atm. and
0.85 – 1.6% for the pressure of 13 atm. The analysis has
showed that the circuit with heated gas before the expander
will have the greatest energy effect at the outside air
temperature up to the value corresponding to the equal values
of specific fuel economy for the considered circuits with EGU
and with disconnection of gas heating at higher air
temperatures. The proposed method allows calculating the
energy effect from the use of various circuits with EGU on
existing and designed cogeneration boilers with internal
combustion engines and becoming the basis of a technical
and economic analysis of EGU application at cogeneration
boiler houses.
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